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StreetLink Campaign Brand
Design Guidelines
Campaign logo

This document sets out guidelines for our campaign brand identity and
how we use it. It contains information regarding the usage of our logos,
strapline, colours, typography and illustration style; and information about
the campaign language and key messages. It also covers some indicative
applications to demonstrate how these elements can be brought to life.

With strapline, telephone and website, primary colour logo

With telephone, website,
primary colour logo

Without strapline, telephone and
website, primary colour logo

With strapline, telephone and website, greyscale logo

With telephone, website,
greyscale logo

Without strapline, telephone
and website, greyscale logo

With strapline, telephone and website, white logo

With telephone, website,
white logo

Without strapline, telephone
and website, white logo

You should always follow these
guidelines when using the logo
to ensure consistency, clarity
and legibility.

There are three versions
available of our campaign logo;
with strapline, telephone
and website, with telephone
and website and without
strapline, telephone and
website (specifically for
use when co-branding).
Each of these logos comes
in the following colours:
Primary colour Logos
are the preferred campaign
logos and should be used
whenever possible.
Greyscale Logos are for
use when colour printing
is not available
White Logos are for use
on materials where the
background colour is darker
than our primary logo, and
is to be primarily used to
ensure legibility.
Our logos are available in
EPS, JPG and PNG formats.
If you are in any doubt which
version of the logo to use,
please contact us.
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All the above logo versions are only to be used in instances where
a logo smaller than 25mm is need e.g. co-branding.
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Key messages

Our descriptor

Suggested StreetLink messages

StreetLink is a telephone line and website available
across England which enables the public to alert Local
Authorities about rough sleepers in their area. This
service offers the public a means to act when they
see someone sleeping rough and is the first step
someone can take to ensure rough sleepers
are connected to the local services and support
available to them.

Calls to action

Addressing barriers/
personal connection*

• Get in touch so we can
connect rough sleepers
to local services

• Anyone can become homeless, • For including in
but you can help protect
automated email:
people from the dangers of
Thank you for supporting
sleeping rough by connecting
StreetLink. Your contact
them with local services
means we’re one step closer
to connecting a homeless
• Sleeping rough is not only
person to a local service.
dangerous but can also have
Tell others about our
a long term effect on your
service and help make more
health. You can help people
connections….
in this situation by connecting
them with local services
• Tweet/Facebook share option:
‘I just took a step towards
• People of any age, gender
connecting a homeless person
or background can become
with local services: do the
homeless and many people
same (INSERT LINK)’
don’t know where to turn if
they find themselves sleeping
rough. By getting in touch
you can connect rough
sleepers to the local
services available to them

Creating Streetlink messaging
Content

Tone of voice

We should motivate people
enough so that they engage
with the service and use it.
We know from the research
that messages about the
barriers and the impacts
of homelessness were most
motivating to people whereas
messages about scale were
not so motivating (unless
portrayed at local rates).

Simple
Messages should emphasise
the ease of service.
Urgent
Provide a sense of urgency
in order that people feel
inclined to act upon it.
Inclusive
Messages should not use
language that creates and ‘us’
and ‘them’ and should appear
to be supporting and inclusive.
We know from research that
the words ‘Connect’ ‘Homeless’
‘Rough Sleeper/Sleeping’
‘People’ are all preferred and
should be used in this context.
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• If you’re concerned about
someone sleeping rough, get
in touch so we can connect
them to local services
• Not all rough sleepers are
aware that advice and
services may be available to
them. By alerting us about
a rough sleeper you’ll help
connect that person to the
local services available.

*

Thank you messages

All messages can in addition
have a suffix:
Direct call to action:
If you know about someone sleeping
rough call ### or send us a message
via ###.
Share the message:
Spread the word about how to connect
rough sleepers with services [insert
website link]
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Clear space

Logo size

Logo with strapline

Logo with strapline
and website

Our logo needs sufficient space around it to ensure it stands out.
The clear space around our logo is equivalent to the width of the
map pin motif element within it. The only encroachment of the
clear space is when we localise our logo.

The minimum size our logos should be reproduced at is 25mm
in width. Use the logo version without strapline or website
only in any instances where a logo smaller than 25mm is need
e.g. co-branding. Please ensure this verion of the logo is not
reproduced smaller than 20mm in width.

25mm

Logo without strapline

Logo with telephone
and website
25mm

Logo without telephone,
strapline and website
20mm
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Dos and don’ts

Our logo should only be reproduced from original artwork and should
never be recreated. Only use in the colours outlined and never do
any of the following:
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Do not use alternative colours

Do not change our typefaces

Do not distort our logo

Do not alter our map pin icon

Do not remove the map pin

Do not reconfigure our logo
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Localising our logo

Our logo can be customised to localise our services.
The location name is typeset in Verdana Regular,
with -20 character spacing. The name sits either
below our strapline and in between our telephone and
web address when using the logo with our strapline,
or below the word ‘Link’ and above our telephone and
website when using the logo without our strapline.

The local name is ranged left from the left hand side
of the strapline, which is aligned to the point of the
map pin. The spaces between the logo, the name and
the website are equal to the hole in the centre of the
map pin. The name should be typeset to a height
which is equal to half the height of the word ‘Link’.

Set the name of the location in the blue from our colour
palette, on one line if possible. See the examples below.

Localised logo with strapline

x
x

East Grinstead

Ashton-under-Lyne

East Grinstead

Ashton-under-Lyne

x

Localised logo without strapline

x
x
x
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Co-branding

When co-branding please use the version of our identiy that has
neither strapline or our website. Where the acknowledgment
of our partners is necessary use their logos in the configuration
outlined below (1). If their logos are unavailable or space is limited
then please use the statement ‘Funded by DCLG, delivered by
Homeless Link and Broadway’ (2). Homeless charities and
local councils may also be co-branded with the campaign identity.

(1) For national use she all partner identities

(2) When logos are not available or space is restricted

Funded by DCLG, delivered by
Homeless Link and Broadway

(3) For local use
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Colour

Colour is an important part of or campaign brand and should
be used to reflect the character of our campaign. Our colours are:
Blue PMS 3035c
C81 M0 Y0 K78
R0 G64 B87
#004054

Green PMS 7474c
C81 M0 Y23 K30
R0 G135 B152
#008b99

Red PMS 485c
C0 M100 Y100 K10,
R209 G0 B25
#d71920

Yellow PMS 123c
C0 M18 Y100 K5
R246 G200 B0
#e8bc07

Illustration

We have developed an illustration style which uses simple shapes
and block colour to represent the interventions that StreetLink
provides. The illustrations feature a light source to represent the
aspiration of the campaign to shed light on homelessness.
The illustrations are loosely based on photographic images and
represent the variety of ways that the public can alert StreetLink
if they are concerned about someone who might be sleeping rough.

Street illustrations
Blue

Red

Green

Yellow

Typography

Our primary typeface for
headlines and primary messaging
is Museo, which comes in four
weights: Museo 300, Museo 500,
Museo 700 and Museo 900
Museo is available from
MyFonts at www.myfonts.com
(300, 500 and 700 are free
to download, 900 is available
to buy)

Action illustrations

Our secondary typeface for
all other text is Verdana, which
comes in two weights, both
featuring an italicised version:
Verdana Regular, Verdana
Regular Italic, Verdana Bold,
Verdana Bold Italic.
Verdana is a standard font and
as such is preloaded on most
devices, however should you
need to download a copy it is
available from fonts.com at
www.fonts.com/font/microsoftcorporation/verdana
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Photography

We use bright friendly portraits to highlight the role of people
who have had a positive experience using StreetLink. As such
only original specially comissioned photography should be used.
The light airy imagery contrasts the darker illustrations and
shows the positive effect of using StreetLink. The cropping
highlights the individuals part in the larger process, it also
allows space to apply quotes from the contributor, highlighting
them in the yellow ‘lamplight’ from our illustration style.

These
examples are
for illustartive
purposes only
please do not
reproduce.

I just took a step
towards connecting
a homeless person
with local services
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Applications

The following pages outline some typical applications of our campaign identity
and the elements that can be used to create a series of cohesive materials.

Poster

Leaflet
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Online applications

These examples show how our campaign brand can work in online platforms.

Website

Facebook

Email template

Banner ad

If you have any questions, please contact
the Homeless Link Communications Team:
press@homelesslink.org.uk
(0) 20 7840 4430
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